ADVANCED SOLUTIONS FOR WATER SECURITY

SWAN: Autonomous, intelligent, cloud-based networked system for
real-time water quality measurements and monitoring

SWAN: Subnero Water Assessment Network

Enabling remote and smart monitoring:
The Subnero Water Assessment Network (SWAN) is an integrated cloud-based networked
system that enables real-time water quality data collection and visualization using an
autonomous platform.
SWAN was developed to monitor the quality of our water resources in an intelligent, efficient,
and cost-effective manner.
Robust communication links can be built using
the SWAN across various robots, sensors, and
data analytics systems, thereby streamlining the
process of collecting data from all the assets
deployed. This includes assets on the water
surface, above water or underwater; such as
mobile robots, static buoys, drones, weather
stations, etc.
By using SWAN, we are able to tackle the
aforementioned challenges which are typically
associated with conventional methods of water
data collection, with huge savings in both time
and resources.

SWAN Capabilities:
1. Real-time water quality monitoring and sampling
The autonomous SWAN robot monitors water quality
parameters while navigating the water surface. A
centralized cloud server collects the water quality data
transmitted by the SWAN robots and other water assets
and displays data in real-time on a web interface. Users can
access the data from diverse platforms, including tablets
and mobile phones.

2. Intelligent & configurable missions
SWAN robot missions and tasks, such as robot movement and water sampling, can be preprogrammed or adapted by intelligent mission algorithms. SWAN utilizes machine learning
enabled algorithms to intelligently adapt ongoing missions for smarter water quality
monitoring.
3. Multi-modal heterogeneous network system
SWAN links all assets deployed across various locations, through different networking
technologies comprising cellular network (i.e. 4G/5G), wireless local area network (i.e. Wi-Fi),
satellite communication technology, or underwater acoustic networks (when assets are located
underwater). SWAN provides a secure environment by following industry-standard network
security encryption protocols.
4. Disruption tolerant network (DTN)
SWAN incorporates Disruption Tolerant Network (DTN) technology, which enables seamless
data transmission in areas with intermittent network connectivity, variable propagation delays,
and asymmetric data rates, which could arise due to the location of the deployment..
5. Bevy intelligence (BI)
SWAN is scalable to allow a bevy (or group)
of SWAN robots to be deployed, to achieve
faster, more efficient and intelligent
monitoring over a larger area.

6. Bathymetric & topographic surveys
The SWAN robot, fitted with an echo sounder, enables active depth and temperature to be
logged. This enables bathymetric surveys and mapping of underwater topography to be
performed using SWAN.
7. 24 hours surveillance & security
In lakes and reservoirs, the SWAN robot can blend in naturally with the surroundings. It is fitted
with a camera that can be used for surveillance, which can be streamed for real-time viewing by
the user. Options are available to the user to integrate other sensors such as a thermal camera
for night vision capabilities.

SWAN Components:
SWAN offers a complete monitoring solution, providing economical real-time data monitoring
and visualization, network reliability, and streamlined management of multiple complex data
assets.
1.SwanBot
A portable, lightweight, energy-efficient, and user-friendly Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV) in
the form of a swan that navigates on the water surface to collect water data. The SwanBot may
be equipped with the following features:
• SwanSense - A suite of sensors that can be customized by the end user. The typical
SwanSense package includes a multi-parameter probe, a camera, an echo sounder, and
GPS for localization. The user can also decide the water quality parameters to be
monitored or choose a specific probe for integration onto the SwanBot.
•

SwanSampler - A watertight container that automatically captures water samples up to
1 liter capacity and 1.5m depth, when ready to sample.

2. SwanCloud
The cloud-based software for managing the SWAN, that aids in decision-making and provides
mission planning directives for SwanBots to navigate and acquire data efficiently.
• SwanViz - The user interface that displays the collected spatio-temporal data and the
progress of various missions in an interactive manner for the user to visualize. Users can
also configure and update existing missions of the SwanBot.
•

Bevi Intelligence - Intelligent plug-ins for multi-node data analysis and path planning.

3. SwanNode
A static node (e.g. buoy) running software capable of connecting to the SWAN. The SwanNode
may be equipped with the following features.
• SwanSense - A suite of sensors that can be customized by the end user and attached
onto the SwanNode, and in-turn connected into SWAN.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions (L x B x H) Weight: 700mm x 400mm x 400mm 12 Kg
Control & Navigation: Autonomous (GPS based), 2.4 GHz Radio Transceiver
Communication Interfaces: SMS, 3G/4G, Wi-Fi (802.11g 2.4GHz)
Software & User Interface: Web-based
Endurance: 8-12 hours (depending on mission setup)
Battery: 270Wh rechargeable Li-Po batteries (life can be extended)
Storage: 16 GB (up to 128GB optional upgrade)
Supported Sensors: GPS, compass, camera, echo sounder
Supported Water Quality Probes: Eureka Manta 2, YSI 6000
Additional Accessories: Battery charger, storage stand

At a Glance:
•
•
•
•

Deployable by a single person
Configurable to move autonomously or using a
remote control
Mission commands can be sent via SMS or user
interface
Long runtimes at speeds of 2-4 knots

SwanCloud Architecture
Modular Unetstack framework
The SwanCloud uses the UnetStack* framework, an agent-based network stack with a robust
messaging system as its basis. This modular framework is designed for creating networks in
resource-constrained environments, and comes with building blocks for supporting DTN
technology within the network.

Intelligent Software
The SwanCloud infrastructure contains an intelligent node management application
programming interface (API) that enables the cloud to connect to the various nodes available
and collate all of their data.
In SWAN, data can still be aggregated although it comes in varying formats, resolutions,
dimensions, and scales from different sensors or drones.
Connected mobile nodes will also be able to receive updated mission and operational planning
directives from the SwanCloud and be directed to move to the relevant areas.mission and
operational planning directives fro

Extensible mechanism to support new plug-ins & functionalities
The extensible architecture of the SwanCloud enables a variety of assets to be supported as
well as new functionalities added to the system, allowing for continual developments in the
SWAN.
The architecture also supports advanced functionalities, such as intelligence plug-ins to aid in
intelligent mission planning of the SwanBot.

and operational planning directives fro

Comparing Water Monitoring Technologies:

The table below shows a comparison of the various solutions available and their typical uses. The
best fit for your application depends on your resources and constraints.
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